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Abstract 
We develop a theory of bisimulation equivalence for the broadcast calculus CBS. Both the 
strong and weak versions of bisimulation congruence we study are justified in terms of a char- 
acterisation as the largest CBS congruences contained in an appropriate version of barbed 
bisimulation. We then present sound and complete proof systems for both the strong and weak 
congruences over finite terms. The first system we give contains an infinitary proof rule to 
accommodate input prefixes. We improve on this by presenting a finitary proof system where 
judgements are relative to properties of the data domain. @ 1998 -EElsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
The broadcast calculus, CBS, is a value-passing process calculus where process in- 
tercommunication is achieved by the broadcasting of values. It is similar in style to 
standard process calculi such as CCS, CSP and ACP, except that the communication 
primitives are based on broadcasting. Thus e!P describes a process which transmits 
to the world the value of the expression e and continues to act as prescribed by P 
while x?T describes a process which on hearing any broadcast value v acts like T[v/.x]. 
Communication is therefore one-to-many and transmission proceeds even if there is no 
other process listening for a value; transmission is an unblocked action. Moreover, as 
with most process calculi, this communication is deemed to occur instantaneously. 
The calculus has been developed in a series of papers [ 15-171 and has been imple- 
mented as an extension to Lazy ML [ 171. 
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Here we are concerned with the development of a semantic theory for the broad- 
cast calculus, in particular the provision of an equational theory and proof system for 
establishing process identities. Work to this effect has been investigated by Prasad in 
[ 161 where he defines both strong and weak bisimulation equivalence and provides 
a complete axiomatisation of the strong case for a pure version of the calculus. The 
problem of finding a complete axiomatisation for weak bisimulation equivalence was 
left open. Prasad’s definitions of these bisimulations are a direct application of compu- 
tational intuition and standard definitions for other process calculi such as CCS, which 
have different communication paradigms. But a priori there is no obvious reason why 
such definitions should be considered natural for the rather different paradigm of CBS. 
One concern of the present work then is a reappraisal of bisimulation equivalence for 
CBS. We take the approach advocated in [18], in which the most appropriate notion of 
behavioural equivalence for a given language is deemed to be the largest congruence 
(with respect to this language) contained in a very simple equivalence defined using 
barbed bisimulations. To define a notion of barbed bisimulation for a language one 
needs 
l a simple notion of observation; for CBS we take this to be the ability to transmit 
a value 
l a reduction relation corresponding to internal or unobservable activity; for CBS 
we take this to be the nearest equivalent to the r moves in standard process calculi, 
namely r! moves. This corresponds to the production of noise, i.e. activity which 
cannot be interpreted by any other process. 
We study two instances of this scenario. The first, the strong case, is where the 
production of noise is treated no differently than any other value. We give a character- 
isation of the resulting barbed congruence in terms of particular forms of bisimulations; 
this congruence has not been previously considered in the literature. In the second case, 
where noise is abstracted away, we show that the resulting barbed congruence coincides 
with the notion of weak bisimulation equivalence proposed in [ 161 for CBS, thereby 
reinforcing Prasad’s original intuitions. 
We study these equivalences further by giving two proof theoretic characterisations 
of each, for finite terms in the language. The first concentrates on closed process, i.e. 
process terms with no free occurrences of value-variables; this determines an equational 
characterisation except that an infinitary rule is required in order to deduce equivalences 
of the form x?T =x?U. The second characterisation is finitary, relative to an adequate 
proof system for expressions over the data domain. The proof rules depend on deduc- 
tions which can be made in an independent proof system for the data domain. 
We now outline in more detail the contents of the paper. The syntax and operational 
semantics of the particular version of CBS that we study is presented in Section 2. The 
calculus is essentially the calculus CBS+ of [ 161, augmented with pattern-matching on 
inputs. The input prefix x?T of CBS+ is replaced with x E S?T where S can be any 
subset of Val, a possibly infinite set of values. This slight extension of the language 
is introduced in order to characterise the behaviour of the translation functions of CBS 
equationally more easily. We then define strong barbed bisimulation equivalence for 
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CBS and we characterise the largest CBS congruence contained within it. This we call 
noisy ~i~~rn~~at~o~ equivalence and it can be defined directly in terms of certain types 
of bisimulations. 
In Section 3 we give an infinitary equational characterisation f this congruence over 
closed process terms from a sublanguage of CBS which we call simple agents. These 
are defined using the input and output operators of our version of CI3S, boolean guards 
and choice. The restriction to these operators is for convenience only; in Section 8 
we show how axiom schemas can be added to all of our proof systems in order to 
accommodate he remaining operators of CBS. The characterisation is in terms of an 
equational proof system with an infinitary proof rule, a slight generalisation of
z! r[v/x] = z! U[v/x] for every v E S 
xES?T=xES?U 
The main non-trivial equational schema used is 
Noisy: w!(P+xES?P)=w!P if $nl(P)=B 
where Z(P) is the set of values which P can receive immediately. 
In Section 4 we turn our a~ention to weak equivalences. We follow the same program 
as in Section 2, using the corresponding notion of weak barbed bisimulation, and show 
that the resulting weak CBS congruence coincides with version of weak bisimulation 
equivalence suggested in [ 161. In Section 5 we give an equational characterisation for 
this equivalence, obtained by adding appropriate adaptations of the r-laws of [12] to 
the equational system of Section 3. 
We then go on, in Section 6, to show how the infinitary rufe, given above, can be 
eliminated from the equational characterisations. For this we follow the approach of 
[5] which requires developing a proof system for open process terms. Judgements of 
this system are of the form 
bt>T=U 
meaning that in all evaluations which satisfy the boolean constraint b the evaluation 
of T is semantically equivalent o that of U. Many of the proof rules depend on 
establishing facts about expressions over the data domain. A typical example is 
bke=e’, bpT=U 
bDe!T=e’!U 
which intuitively says that in order to establish the identity between processes e!T = 
e’! U, under the assumption h, it is necessary to establish the process identity T = U and 
the value identity e = e’ under the same assumption. In other words, our proof system 
for process identities is relative to an auxiliary proof system for establishing facts 
about data expressions. Consequently the completeness theorem is in effect a relative 
completeness result which states that given a sufficiently powerful proof system for 
establishing identities between value expressions, our proof system for process identities 
is also complete. 
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This completeness result is the topic of Section 7. The process terms used in the 
proof system are in general open and therefore it is convenient, for example in order to 
use structural induction over terms, to have a version of our bisimulation which applies 
directly to open terms. So we adapt the notion of symbolic bisimulation [6], to CBS, 
and prove a completeness result relative to this symbolic bisimulation equivalence. 
The required completeness result, relative to the concrete bisimulation equivalence, 
then follows from the relationship between the concrete and symbolic bisimulations, 
which is easy to establish. 
Finally, in Section 8, we discuss briefly the equational schemas, for the parallel and 
restriction operators of CBS, which are necessary to add to each of our proof systems 
in order to establish completeness for all finite terms of CBS. We end with a brief 
review of related work. 
~elimina~ versions of the results reported in this paper originally appeared in the 
technical reports [8,9], although many of the details have changed; in particular the 
proof systems have been considerably simplified. An extended abstract has also been 
published in [lo]. 
2. The broadcast calculus 
The calculus we consider is a minor variation on that of [ 161. The syntax is described 
by the following grammar: 
T::=O f e!T / XES?T / b>T / CTj ) TIT / T(f& / A(Z). 
iEl 
It has many of the usual operators of CCS [ 121, but communication is achieved by 
broadcasting values to all processes in the environment. The process e!P broadcasts 
the value of the expression e while x E S?T is a process which, on hearing the value v 
proceeds to act like the process T[v/x] provided v ES; otherwise, the value is ignored. 
Let VaZ represent the set of values which can be broadcast and r a special value not 
in Val; z represents noise in the system, i.e. broadcasts of values which can not be 
deciphered by any process. In terms of observation this corresponds to local activity on 
the network which an observer is not a party to. In contrast o handshake s~chroni- 
sation it does not necessarily represent successful synchronisation and communication 
of data between processes. Note that the sets S guarding input prefixes never contain 
the value r. 
The restriction and renaming operators of CCS are replaced by the one translation 
construct T(f,s), Here both f and g are unctions from YGZ U (T) to VaZ U (z}, strict 
in the sense that S(t)=g(r)=r. In Z”‘f,s) the behaviour of T is translated using f 
for use by the envirortment while the behaviour of the environment is translated by 
g for use by T. The strictness condition enforces the constraint hat noise cannot be 
translated into an interpretable value and casts f and g as t&&ions which encrypt 
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and decrypt messages in a suitable manner. For example, suppose our value space has 
pairing and we have a special code value named code. Given functions 
enc : v I--+ (code, v) 
dec : (code, v) H v 
block : (code, v) H z 
which act as described above and like the identity function otherwise, we can create 
a network with local communication potential by writing 
(P(enc,dec)IQ(enc,dec) )(block,block)lR 
say. Here, any comm~ication between P and Q will be perceived by II merely as 
noise. R cannot decipher  actions. Also, R cannot accidentally communicate with P 
and Q by broadcasting values tagged with the code word as the rest of the network 
knows to ignore such transmissions from R. In effect, code becomes a channel name 
which is private to P and Q. 
This syntax presupposes a set of data expressions ValExp, ranged over by e, and 
a set of boolean expressions BoolExp, ranged over by b. We do not give a precise 
syntax for these languages but simply assume they have a minimal set of properties. 
Thus, we assume VaZExp contains the set of values ValU {z} and a set of variables 
Var, ranged over by x. We also assume that evaluations, functions p from Var to VaZ, 
behave in a reasonable manner when extended to ValExp and BoolExp; when e (or 6) 
is closed, i.e contains no occurrences of variables, then the value of the expression e is 
independent of p and we denote it by [e]. Substitutions in data and boolean expressions 
are written as e[e’/x], b[e’/x], respectively, and we extend substitutions to process terms 
in the obvious way, noting that x E S?T binds x in T. We write v for an arbitrary value 
in Val and w for a value in Val U {z). Finally, we use T, U, . . . to range over arbitrary 
process terms whereas P, Q, . . . denote closed process terms or agents, i.e. terms with 
no free data variables. We will refer to the sub-language of CBS which has only binary 
sums and no agent identifiers as jinite CBS. 
The operational semantics for this language, CBS is given in Fig. 1; it coincides 
with that presented in [16] except for the use of pattern matching in generating in- 
put transitions. Throughout, we assume that with each constant name A we have an 
associated efinition: A(.?) dAf 5 where. n” contains all of the free variables that ap- 
pear in q, and A occurs guarded in G. The rules determine three different kinds of 
binary relations over agents, P 3 Q representing the effect of inputting a value v, 
P 2 Q, w E VaZU z, representing the output of the value w and the novel discard re- 
lation P z Q. The reader is referred to [ 161 for more explanation and discussion of 
these rules. 
The most notable difference between the operational semantics of CCS, [ 121, and 
CBS is this discard relation. It is essentially a ‘negation’ of the transition T 2 T’ 
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Discard 
o&o 
Input output 
w@S VES 
ZES?T=+~ES?T I E S?T 2 T[v/z] 
e!P % e!P 
[e]l = w 
e!P -% P 
3i E I Pi % P’ 
CI Pi 2 P’ 
PLP P -111, P’ [b]l = true P 2 P’ [b]l = true 
b>>Psb>>P b > P 2 P’ b>>P%P’ 
Ta[E/5] % TA[P/Z] Ta[E/i] z P’ TA[E/Z] % P’ 
A(E) 2 A(d) A(F) -% P’ A(F) -% P’ 
P%P p s P’ P -% P’ 
Puss) L Puss) PU,s) x+ P[,,g, PUd z P(,,g, 
P s, P’ Q-f-+ Q’ 
PIQ 2 P’lQ 
a*P#l 
Fig. 1. Operational semantics for closed agents. 
for some T’ (see Lemma 2.1 below) and is used to facilitate the presentation of the 
semantics for the parallel operator. 
Some simple properties of these relations are given in the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. For every agent P 
l ifP-%Q then Q is P. 
l P 5 P if and only if there does not exist a Q such that P -% Q. 
. P&P. 
Proof. By induction on the rules of inference in Fig. 1. 0 
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At the level of labelled transition systems CBS appears to be very similar to 
the value-passing process algebras of [5] and the opemtional semantics given above 
corresponds very much to the early operational semantics of that paper. However it is 
worth pointing out that at least one expected property is not true: P 5 Q does NOT 
imply that for every value v’ there is a process Qvr such that P 3 QUf. One reason 
is the use of guarded inputs, x E S?T; here a value can be input only if it is in S. 
However, even if the only input constmct allowed is x E VaZ?T the property still does 
not hold. For example, the process (x E VaRT),f,,, can only receive the values from 
Vai which g does not map to r. 
Based on this operational semantics we wish to develop a version of strong bisim- 
ulation [ 121, appropriate for CBS. Rather than develop a range of different theories 
we take the approach advocated in [ 181 by defining a version of barbed bisimulat~on 
for CBS, This is stmightfo~ard and ~con~oversial since it relies only on a notion 
of reduction, which we have in --%, and a notion of when agents have the ability 
to produce values, which we have in 3, The “correct” version of strong bisimu- 
lation for CBS will then be that version, if it exists, which coincides with the CBS 
congruence generated by Nb&,. 
For any value v, let P 1 D mean that P AP’ for some P’. Then a symmetric relation 
.%? between agents is called a barbed bisimulation if whenever (P, Q) E ~2 then 
if P 5 P’ then 3Ql.Q -% Q’ and (P’, Q’) E 52 
if Pju then Q 1 U. 
We use Nb&, to denote the maximal such relation which is obviously an equivalence. 
However it is preserved by very few of the operators of CBS and is not very interesting 
as a semantic equivalence. Instead, we concentrate on the associated congruence. 
Defi~tion 2.2. For agents P and Q, let P -&,+ Q if C(P] -‘barb C[Q] for every CBS 
context C[ -I. 
We will sometimes want to specify over which value domain the CBS contexts are 
built. To indicate that a particular value set I’ is used we write (P -J:~,.~ Q) : Y. The 
remainder of this section is devoted to giving a bisimulation type characte~sation f 
3&b* 
The characterisation is easiest to explain in terms of a new transition relation. 
In a broadcasting calculus an observer can not see whether a given process actu- 
ally inputs a particular broadcasted value or simply discards it. This is captured by the 
following definition: 
D?? 
let P-Q if P%Q or P&Q. 
With this new arrow we define a new kind of bisimulation relation. A symmet- 
ric relation &? between agents is called a noisy bisimulation if whenever (P, Q) E .2 
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then 
if P SF’ then ZlQ’.Q 2Q’ and (P’,Q’)fB 
if P % P’ then 3Q’.Q 5 Q’ and (P’, Q’) E 9. 
We let P wn Q if there exists some noisy bisimulation R such that (J’, Q) E R, i.e. mn 
is the largest noisy bisimulation. 
Because of Lemma 2.1 noisy bisimulations can be simplified considerably: 
Proposition 2.3. Let R be a symmetric relation over agents. Then R is a noisy bisim- 
ulation if and only if when (P, Q) E R then 
P 2 P’ implies there is some Q’ such that (P’, Q’) E a and Q % Q’ 
P 3 P’ implies there is some Q’ such that (P’, Q’) E B and Q 2 Q’. 
Proof. Suppose R satisfies the conditions of the proposition. We need only check 
that a discard move P % P’, where (P, Q) E R, can be matched by a move from Q. 
We know from the first part of Lemma 2.1 that P’ must be P. In fact, if Q -% Q’ then 
Q’ must also be Q and we are done. Therefore, we assume that Q q Q. The second 
part of Lemma 2.1 tells us that Q 5 Q’ for some Q’. This implies, using the second 
property of R, that P -f% P’ with (P’, Q’) E R. It follows, again from Lemma 2.1, that 
P 4 and so we know that P’ is P and (P, Q’) E R. IJ 
The reader should note that this noisy bisimulation equivalence differs from the strong 
bisimulation equivalence proposed by Prasad [ 161. In [ 161 the standard efinition of 
bisimulation equivalence for CCS is adopted as the notion of strong equivalence, and 
equivalent processes can match each others’ transitions exactly. In particular, reception 
transitions must be matched by reception transitions and discards by discards. Prasad’s 
strong equivalence is strictly finer than noisy bisimulation equivalence and the following 
example illustrates why we believe Prasad’s definition to be too discriminating for the 
broadcast setting. 
Consider the one place buffer process built from two identifiers Empty and Full 
where 
E = x?F(x) and F(x) = x!E. 
This definition of a buffer is imperfect in that any value sent between the first value 
being received and then re-transmitted will be lost. A full buffer simply discards all 
other messages. We could conceive of an iterative desc~ption of this process whereby 
a full buffer could receive other values only to ignore them. For example, using a value 
domain with lists we could write 
E’ = x?F’( [xl) and F’(xs) = hd(xs)!E’ + y?F’(xs :: [y]). 
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The two descriptions of a buffer, E and E’, are not equivalent under Prasad’s definition 
but are easily seen to be -n equivalent by constructing the noisy bisimulation 
w = {(E, E’)} u {(F(~),F’(u :: ~8)) 1 u E vd}. 
The crucial point is that although F’(xs) may receive values which F(x) loses it makes 
no further use of these values and we make the observation that the result of trans- 
mitting a value to F(x) is identical to transmitting that value to F(xs). This situation 
arises in the broadcast setting because synchronisation is decoupled from communica- 
tion. For instance, consider an observer 0, interacting with some network PI lP21. . . IP,. 
If 0 transmits a value to this network then in a handshake setting, if synchronisation 
occurs we know exactly which process Pi synchronises with 0 and communication 
occurs between 0 and fi. In the broadcast world each one of the processes fi in the 
network synchronises with 0, and data may be communicated to any number of them. 
There is no evident way of distinguishing which of the processes receive and which 
discard as the observed result of the transaction is in all cases just the transmission from 
0. Thus, when synchronisation occurs we do not necessarily know that communication 
has occurred and so reception and discarding of values are identified observationally. 
Unlike strong bisimulation it turns out that, because of the preemptive power of the 
reception of inputs, noisy bisimulation is not preserved by the choice operator. For 
example x E VuZ?O -n 0 but v!O + x E Vu/?0 +,, v!O + 0. However, it is preserved 
by all the other operators. 
Proposition 2.4. The relation -,, is preserved by all of the CBS operators except 
choice. 
Proof. As in [12], to show that noisy bisimulation is preserved by composition, say, 
we simply let 
W = {(P 1 R), (Q I R) I for all P, Q, R such that P Y, Q} 
and show that B is a noisy bisimulation. The other operators are treated in a similar 
way. 0 
We can also capture noisy bisimulation equivalence from -barb using static contexts, 
i.e. contexts in which the ‘hole’ does not appear in sub-terms of the form T + U. In the 
following proposition we need to consider a larger value set than the underlying set 
Val. More specifically we use the set Vu1 + dAf V&U Vul’U {a, b}, where Val’ is a set 
of values such that for each v E Vu1 there exists exactly one v’ in Val’ with v’$Val 
and a, b 4 Vu1 U Val’. The contexts that we use to obtain noisy bisimulation are defined 
over Val+ rather than Val. 
Proposition 2.5. Zf C[P] wbarb C[Q] f or every static context C[ _] de$ned over Val+ 
then P N,, Q. 
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Proof. This proof is similar in spirit to those ~onceming barbed equivalence in 1181 
but as z actions in CBS arise differently than in CCS or x-calculus, the details are 
sufkiently distinct to warrant an exposition. Civen P,Q defined over a value set Val, 
we suppose that C[P] “barb C[Q] for every static context C defined over Vul+ Let 
f : Vul+ U {t} + VaZf U {T} be defined f(w) = z if w E VuZ and f(w) = w otherwise. 
We also define g(w) =w’ if w E VaE and g(w) =w otherwise. Let + denote binary 
choice and let D be the constant with associated efinition 
D =x E Va~?(a!O + g(x)!0 + z!D) + x u!(b!O i- g(U)!0 + Z!D) 
UE Val 
and let C[ _] be the context (_ ]D)If,,ldl. Note that we do not require that g be ex- 
pressible in our data language as we can simply use the term (~!O)(~,fdf in place of 
g(x)!O. 
Let 9 = {(Ii, s) / c[R] -‘barb c[s], fi, s : !%/}, where R : Vu1 means that R is a closed 
term defined over the value set Val. We know that (P, Q) E .@ by hypothesis, so we aim 
to show that k@ is a noisy bisimulation. 
Suppose that P 3 P’. Then C[P] 5 C&[P’], where 
We know that C[P] Nb0rb CfQ] so C[Q] 3 R for some R N&orb Ck [P’]. Now C:o[P’] 1 a 
so R \1 a necessarily, thus Q -% Q’ and R G CL, [Q’] for some 01, Q’. We also know 
that C&[P’] ./, vk. So it must be that R J z& which forces u1 = zie. We have that Q 3 Q’ 
and must now show that (P’, Q’) f 3. 
Observe that CL, [P’] --% C[P’]. It must be the case that R --% R’ with R’ Nbarb C[P’] 
because RN&&, Cl,[P’]. But C[P’] iv for all u and so R’ .j. v cannot hold for any v. 
Thus R’ E C[Q’], that is (P’, Q’) E .93. 
Suppose P 2 P’. Then C[P] -% CLi[P’], where 
c;;[ _] = ( - I(b!O -t- I()!0 + Z!D))[fJd]. 
We have C[Q] 5 R for some R Nbar6 Cg [P’]. Now Cl: [P’] j. b, so R 3. b. This means 
R z Cz[Q’] for some ur, Q’, such that Q y1?? Q’. We know CLl[P’] j, u& So it must be 
that R 1 v& which forces vi = VO. We have Q oo?? Q’ and must show that (P’, Q’) f 59. 
It is clear that C:i[P’] -Jk C[P’]. So there exists an R’ such that R AR’ with 
R’ -hart, C[P’]. Now C[P] J’u for al1 v, so it is also the case that R’ j!u for all a. Thus 
R’ z C[Q’], which means that (P’, Q’) E 9. 
Suppose P 5 P’. Then C[P] 5 CfP’], so C[Q] AR for some RN&&’ C[P’]. But 
C[P’] i/a, b, so it is also the case that R j/a, b. This means that no compilation 
can have taken place between the context and Q. Thus, Q 5 Q’ with R 3 C[Q’], so 
(P’, Q’) E B. 12 
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Although noisy bisimulation equivalence is not preserved by choice this can easily 
be taken into account. 
Definition 2.6. Let P N,, Q be given by 
if P % P’ then 3Q’.Q 2 Q’ and P’ N,, Q’ 
if P -% P’ then 3Q’.Q 5 Q’ and P’ N,, Q’. 
We say that P and Q are strong noisy congruent. 
Theorem 2.7. (P +&, Q): Valf if and only if Pq, Q over Val. 
Proof. It is straightforward to adapt Proposition 2.4 to show that N,, is preserved by 
all CBS operators. Since P zn Q trivially implies that P -barb Q it follows immediately 
that P q, Q implies (P -&rb Q) : VaZ+. 
Conversely, suppose (P wzarb Q) : VaZ+. Let a be the new value, not occurring in 
Val, used to define Val+. Then P +x E VaZ?a!O wn Q +x E VaZ?a!O implies P N, Q. 
But (P wgarb Q) : VaZf means that for every static context C[ ] over VaZ+, C[P + 
x E Val?a!O] -barb C[Q tx E VaZ?a!O] and therefore by Proposition 2.5 it follows that 
P +x E Val?a!O Nn Q + x E Val?a!O. Cl 
This theorem justifies our choice of N,, as the appropriate version of strong bisim- 
ulation equivalence for CBS and will be studied in the next section. 
3. Characterising strong noisy congruence over simple agents 
In this section we give an algebraic characterisation of strong noisy congruence over 
a simple class of finite agents. In fact we restrict our attention to closed terms of the 
simple language given by 
T::=O 1 e!T 1 XES?T 1 b>T 1 T+T. 
In order to obtain a finite language we have replaced the summation operator XI with 
the binary choice +. The extra CBS operators, parallel and the translation functions 
are dealt with in Section 8. Let us use Y9’d to denote the set of agents definable in 
this sub-language. 
The axioms required to characterise strong bisimulation equivalence over CCS terms 
are simply the idempotency, symmetry and associativity of + together with the fact 
that 0 is a zero for +: (X, Y,Z range over closed process terms) 
x+0=x 
x+x=x 
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X+Y=Y+X 
(X-t Y)+Z=X+(Y +Z). 
We call these d. In the setting of CBS this is insufficient. For example, if Q is 
any process which can discard all values in S then Q +x E S?Q N,, Q which in turn 
means that v!(Q +x E S?Q) rv,, a!Q. This phenomenon can be captured by a new axiom 
scheme, Noisy: 
Noisy: w!(P+xES?P)=w!P if SnZ(P)=Q) 
where I(P) is the set of values which P is ready to receive immediately. This set, 
Z(P), is defined inductively on terms. 
- I(O)=0 
- Z(e!P) = 0 
- I(xES?T)=S 
- Z(P + Q) = Z(P) U Z(Q) 
if I[b] = tt 
otherwise. 
Proposition 3.1. For every agent P, v E Z(P) if and only if 3Q * P --% Q. 
Proof. By structural induction. 0 
Two further axiom schema, which provide the capability to manipulate the pattern 
sets which guard inputs, are required for our characterisation. These are 
Pattern: x E S?X + x E S’?X =x E S U S’?X 
Empty: XE~?X=O. 
We use &‘jN to denote the set of equations d together with the axiom schemes Noisy, 
Pattern and Empty. 
There is an added complication for CBS which also exists for standard value-passing 
process algebras, [5]. In a C-algebra the congruence generated by a set of equations 
is easily characterised in terms of substitution of equals for equals and the application 
of instances of the axioms. For agents in CBS more powerful rules are required. For 
although we can infer v!P c~,, v!Q from P hln Q it is not possible, in general, to infer 
x E S?T en x E S?U from any finite set of statements about agents; we can not require 
the establishment of T z, U because these are open terms and the proof system only 
allows the manipulation of closed terms. 
To overcome this problem, following [7], we introduce an infinitary proof rule: cl- 
INPUT, a form of absorption rule for inputs: 
z!T[v/x] + z!U[v/x]=z!U[v/x] for every VES 
XES?T$XES?U=XES?U 
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P=& 
EQUIV - ___ 
P=Q Q=R 
P=P Q=P P=R 
AXIOM 
P=QEAX 
P=Q 
CONG S = &I Pz = Q2 
Si4=&1+92 
a-CONV 2 f S?T = y E S?T[@] y $! fv(T) 
cl-INPUT 
-r!T[u/x] + r!U[w/x] = ~!U[w/x] for every v E S 
XES?T+XES?U=XES?U 
OUTPUT 
P = Q, [e] = [e’] 
J[e]!P = [el!Q 
BOOL 
Fig. 2. Inference rules. 
In short, for agents in Yd, instead of considering the ~on~ence generated by a set 
of axioms d% we consider the identities derivable in the proof system given in Fig. 2. 
For any agents P, Q let Jzl’N t- P = Q mean that P = Q cm be derived in this proof 
system from the axioms &$,f. 
Theorem 3.2 (Soundness and completeness). 
s&FP=Q if and only ~~PTJ~Q. 
Proof. The soundness is easily established, by examining each of the equations and 
rules in turn. We omit the proof of completeness as it can be reconstructed from 
the very similar proof of the corresponding completeness proof for weak bisimulation 
equivalence, given in Section 5. 0 
4, O~rvational ~on~ence 
In this section we follow the programme of Section 2 but consider r as an unob- 
servable (inaudible) action. We define the familiar notion of a weak move using the 
operational semantics of Fig. 1. Weak moves, -% * 415 *, are written as 4 
where 01 f {E, w!, o?,w :} and P -f-+ P always holds. We will occasionally use the no- 
tation P % Q to mean P z! ==%- Q, and we will define & to be E when CC = r! and a 
otherwise. 
Once again we use the technique of barbed bisimulations [181 to provide us with 
our notion of weak bisimulation. This method provided a novel version of strong 
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bisimulation called noisy bisimulation and it transpires that the convince associated 
with weak barbed bisimulation will be characterised by the corresponding weak version 
of noisy bisimulation. 
Definition 4.1. A symmetric relation ~8 between agents is called a weak barbed bisim- 
ulation if (P, Q) E 9? implies 
- If PAP’ then ZlQ”Q=%Q’ and (P’.Q’)ER. 
_ For each v E Yal, if P 1 Y then 3Q’ f Q & Q’ with Q 3. u. 
We write P “&&, Q if there exists a weak barbed bisimulation containing (P, Q). 
As in the strong case %:b& is preserved by few of the operators of CBS and we focus 
on the congmence generated by this relation: 
ignition 4.2. For agents P and Q, let P %& Q if C[P] %b& C[Q] for every CBS 
context C[ _ 1. 
We aim to characterise this relation as a weakened version of noisy bisimulation. 
DefiuItion 4.3. A symmetric relation .% is a weak bisimulation if (P, Q) f &? implies 
- If P%Pt then gQ’.Q=%Q’ and (P’,Q’)EW. 
- IfP$P’then 3Q’.Q%Q’ and (P’,Q’)E%“. 
We write P M Q if there exists a weak bisimulation .9 such that (P, Q) f W. 
This is the definition of weak bisimulation proposed in [I 61 and the presentation 
here justifies this choice of definition. In ~oposition 2.3 we proved that discard need 
not be taken into account when defining noisy bisimulation. Unfortunately, the same is 
not true for weak bisimulation in CBS. To illustrate this suppose that M’ is the largest 
of the s~etric relations .% such that (P, Q) E .92 implies 
- IfP%Pr then IiQ’.Q=%Q’ and (P’,Q’)EL?~. 
- If P%P’ then 3Q’. QSQ’ and (P’,Q’)f.%. 
Then it is easy to see that z!Pz’P for any agent P although z!P is not in general 
weakly bisimilar to P. A counterexample to illustrate this is 
z!x f Yal?x!O $x E VaZ?x!O. 
This is because the agent r!xf Val?x!O L z!x E ~~~?~!~ for any value u E YaZ. 
In order to match this move the agent x E VaZ?x!O must perform a reception, i.e. 
x E Val’?x!O 2 v!O and the resulting processes are not weakly bisimilar. The counter- 
example also serves to show that z’ is not preserved by parallel composition, by using 
the context u!u’!Ol[ _ ] for v # 0’. In fact, the relation obtained by closing e’ under 
parallel composition coincides with X. 
Proposition 4.4. M is congruent with respect to all of the CBS operators except 
summation. 
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Proof. Omitted. 0 
We now show that it is possible to obtain this definition of weak bisimulation by 
considering barbed bisimulations in static contexts. The contexts will be built over 
an extended value set VaZ++ which is defined to be the disjoint union of the sets 
Val, Val’ sf {v’ 10 E VaZ}, {. zn,out,c} and N, we assume a successor function on ./lr 
also. 
Proposition 4.5. If C[P] Mb&, C[Q] f or every static context C[ _ ] built over VaF 
then PM Q. 
Proof. We only outline the proof here as the details are similar to those in [ 181 and 
Proposition 2.5. We define translation functions on VaZ++ U {z} as follows: 
W’ if wE VaZ 
g(w) = 
W otherwise, 
f(w)= 
r if wEVaZU{c} 
W otherwise, 
We recall that the notation g(x)!0 is shorthand for (x!O)(~,J~). Armed with these 
we can build a collection of static contexts C,[ _ ] similar to those in [ 181. A full 
explanation of the construction of Sangiorgi’s contexts can be found in his thesis. Ours 
differ only in that we explicitly translate communicated values into r actions using the 
translation functions and we require the use of a distinguished value c which plays the 
role of a private channel for communicating with and incrementing the counter. 
Define 
Count(n)dAf n!O +x E {c}?Count(n + 1) 
and the constant D 
D gf x E VaZ?c!c!(T!(g(x)!O + out!O) + z!D) 
+ C v!c!c!(T!(g(v)!O + in!O) + z!D) 
UE Vd 
+ z!&!O 
+ T!dl !O 
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The contexts we require then are defined by 
CnIl - 1%’ CL - l[id,h]ID)Count(n))[f,id]. 
Given these we define a relation g = {(R, S) 1%. C,[R] Mb& C,[S]} where R and 
S range over agents defined over the value set Val. Following Theorem 3.3.2 in [18] 
we can show that ~$9 is a weak bisimulation and the result follows. 0 
As one might expect the relation x is not a congruence for CBS owing to the fact 
that it is not preserved by the summation operator. In CCS we define observational 
congruence as the largest congruence relation strictly contained in weak bisimulation 
and a characterisation of this observational congruence tells us that for two agents P 
and Q to be related any r move from P must be matched by at least one z move 
from Q. That is, for every possible choice made by one agent, then at least one choice 
must be made by the other agent and vice versa. This helps in understanding the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.6. We define observational congruence Z to be the symmetric relation for 
which, P 2 Q implies 
- If P%P’ then gQ’.Q%Q’ and P’zQ’. 
- If P 5 P’ then 3Q’. Q & Q’ and P’ M Q’. 
or Q r!v; Q’ and P’ M Q’. 
- If P&P then Q&Q. 
Theorem 4.7. (P %,a& Q) : Val++ if and only if P E Q over Val. 
Proof. We leave the reader to check that g is preserved by all the operators in 
CBS and since P E Q trivially implies that P Mb&, Q we conclude that P E Q implies 
(P %b&, Q) : vCd++. 
Conversely, suppose (P %,f, Q) : Val ++. Then C[P + vo!O] Mb&, C[Q + vo!O] for 
all static contexts C[ _] over VaZ++, where vg is some distinguished value not in Val. 
It follows from Proposition 4.5 that P + vo!O M Q + vo!O. 
We now prove that P + vo!O M Q + vo!O implies P Z Q. As an example we show 
P 5 P implies Q 5 Q; the remaining requirements are similar. From P % P it fol- 
lows that P+uo!O 5 P+vo!O also. By the hypothesis we know that Q+vo!O 2 Q’ 
for some Q’ M P+vo!O. This means that Q’ is Q+va!O as otherwise Q’ $. So we have 
that Q + us!0 -% Q + us!0 which in turn implies that Q --% Q. 0 
5. Characterising observational congruence over simple agents 
We present an algebraic characterisation of observational congruence over the class 
Y9d. Because noisy congruence is strictly contained in observational congruence it is 
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clear that we will require the axioms J& for our present characterisation. In addition 
to these axioms we require analogies of the tau laws of CCS: 
Al c~.z.P=,,, a.P. 
A2 cr.(P + 7.Q) + CI.Q=~~,U.(P + cQ). 
A3 P + t. P =ccs z. P. 
The natural versions of Al and A3 for CBS are unsound; we have already seen, 
for example, that z!P is not, in general, weakly bisimilar to P. For A3 we run into 
difficulties when P is allowed to receive any value u, say. For then z!P may discard 
u but P + z!P is obliged to receive it. We adopt admissible versions of these axioms. 
Al simply becomes 
Taul: e!(r!X +X) = e!X, 
A2 is adapted to 
Tuu2: cc.(X$r!Y)+a.Y=cr.(X+r!Y), 
and A3 splits into two axiom schemes2 
Tuu3: X+xES?Z+r!(Y+xES?Z)=X+r!(Y+xES?Z) ifSCZ(X) 
and 
Tuu4: e!X + r!( Y + e!X) = r!( Y + e!X). 
Note that a version of Taul for input prefixes is also sound but is derivable using the 
rule cl-INPUT. In the above axioms, X, Y,Z range over arbitrary terms such that when 
instantiated the equations are between closed process terms. 
We denote the set of axioms ,Oe, together with the Tau axioms listed above by L&‘,,~. 
It is a simple matter to check that each axiom in &N, is indeed sound with respect 
to observational congruence. For agents P, Q let z&T l-P = Q mean that P = Q can be 
derived from the axioms d’~, using the rules in Fig. 2. 
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness). For all agents P and Q, 
s&‘~~ C P = Q implies P 2 Q. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
The remainder of this section deals with the proof of the converse of this, completeness. 
The exposition of this completeness proof will require, as usual, a notion of a standard 
form and depth of a term. 
We say a closed term is in standard form if it has the form 
C ei!Ti + C Xi E Si?Ti 
iEh iEI7 
* It is possible, for present purposes, to give these two as a single axiom scheme though to be consistent 
with the sequel we use two. 
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for some finite indexing sets Z! and I? such that Sj is non-empty for each i E&. Fur- 
thermore we call a standard form, P, a saturated standard form if 
(i) PAP’ implies P Z P’. 
(ii) u E i(P) and P % P’ implies P % &P’. 
(iii) u E Z(P) and P % P’ implies P % P’. 
The depth of a term d(P) is defined inductively over terms in a standard manner. 
- d(O)=O. 
- d(e!T)=d(xES?T)= 1 +d(T). 
- d(b>T)=d(T). 
- d(T + U)=max(d(T),d(U)). 
Lemma 5.2. For any agent P E 9-d there exists a standard form sf (P) such that 
S& I-P = sf(P). 
Proof. By structural induction, 0 
Lemma 5.3 (Derivation lemma). For any agent PE YJ$, Pa Q implies SS$J~ l-P= 
P + w!Q. 
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation P % Q using the axioms Tau2 
and Tau4. 0 
With these lemmas we can now prove: 
Proposition 5.4. Given any agent P E YL&‘, there exists a saturated standard form P 
such that d(P)<d(B) and SalN, t P =r’. 0 
Proof. We know that P can be transformed into a standard form and we show that this 
standard form can be saturated. The proof is by induction on the number of Q such 
that either P 3 Q or P % Q. Essentially, the proof proceeds by using the Derivation 
Lemma to saturate P with respect o all such derivatives. 
As an example consider some P’ such that P 3 P’. We show that J.X& I-P = P + 
x E S?Pt for some set S containing v, We can deconstruct the move P 3 P’ into 
P & Qv -% QU &P’ for some agent Qti such that u #I(&). Axiom Noisy tells us 
that 
J?N~~~!QU=~!(Q~ +XE VaZ --z(Q~)?Q~). 
By saturation with respect o r! moves we can assume that *R& E P = P + z!Qu. Axiom 
Tau3 and Pattern will give 
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If QU is P’ we are finished. Otherwise, again we can use saturation with respect o r 
moves to obtain A&‘~ t-Ql; = Q,+z!P’ and axiom Tau2 to give 1;*z’N, t-P = Pix E (Val- 
f(Q,)) l-l Z(P)?P’. q 
We now prove an analogue of the decomposition theorem of CCS, i.e. 
p %cS Q iff P Nccs Q or P ZCcs z. Q or r. P ZCCs Q. 
Recall that, in CBS, not only does t! have preemptive power but so has reception of 
values. This complicates the statement of the corresponding result for CBS: 
Theorem 5.5 (Decomposition). For all processes P, Q let S = Z(Q) - Z(P) and S’ = 
f(P) -l(Q). 
PM Q iff one of the fo~~awing holds~ 
(i) P + x E S?P E Q + x f S’?Q and when S and S’ are both non-empty there exist 
P’, Q’ with d(P’) -C d(P), d(Q) < d( Q’) and P’ M P, Q’ F;Z: Q. 
(ii) P + x E S?P + z!P N Q +x E S’?Q and when S’ is non-empty there exist P’, Q’ 
with d(P’) <d(P), d(Q’) <d(Q) and P’ c P, Q’ M Q. 
(iii) P + x E S?P E Q + x E S’?Q + z!Q and when S is nan-empty there exist P’, Q’ 
with d(P’) <d(P), d( Q’) < d(Q) and P’ FZ P, Q’ w Q. 
Proof. The ‘if’ direction is standard. So suppose PM Q, There are three cases. 
l Suppose there exists a P7 such that P 3 P’ and for each Q’ such that Q&Q’ 
we have P’ $ Q’. In this case we show that (iii) holds. 
We first notice that 
I(P + x E S?P) = I(P) Ul(x E S?P) 
= z(P) u (J(Q) - W)) 
= W) ur(Ql 
=I(Q +x E S’?Q + r!Q). 
This means that P+xES?PAP+XES?P if and only if Q+xES’?Q+r!QLQ+ 
x E S’?Q + r!Q. 
Suppose P + x E S?P 5 P’. Then P 5 P’. Because P NN Q we know that Q & Q’ 
for some Q’ such that P’ M Q’, Th ere ore, Q + x E S’?Q + r!Q & Q’ also. Similarly f
if Q + x E S’?Q + r!Q -!% Q’. 
Suppose P +xES?P&P’. Then PLP’. So we know that Q&Q’ for some 
Q’ such that P’ % Q’. Therefore, Q + x E S’?Q + r!Q & Q’. Conversely, suppose Q + 
n E S’?Q+r!Q -% Q’. Here there are two possibilities: If r!Q 5 Q’ = Q then we have 
P T! P” with P* E Q. Otherwise we must have Q 3 Q’. In which case we have that 
P’=Q so we know that there exists a P’ such that Pz & P' with P’ M Qt. But we also 
have that P z Pi. Therefore P % P’. 
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Suppose P +x E S?P Z P’. If v E I(P) then P 3 P’ so we know that Q 3 Q’ for 
some Q’ such that P’ M Q’. Therefore, 7!Qg Q’ and so Q +x ES’?Q + 7!Q$ Q’ 
or Q + x E S’?Q + 7!Q 3 Q’. 
On the other hand, if u $ I(P) then it must be the case that x E S?P 3 P’ E P, that 
is UE S. So we know that v @Z(P) means P --% P and, because Px Q, we know 
r!v?? that there exists a Q’ such that Q 3 Q’ and P M Q’. Thus, 7!Q ==+ Q’ which gives 
Q+xE~“?Q+~!Q&Q’ or Q+xf5”?Q+7!Q%Q’. 
If Q+xES’?Q+7!QsQ’ and VE.I(Q) then Q&Q’. So there exists a P’ such 
that P 3 P’ and P’ M Q’. If P % P’ or P 3 P’ then we have a match, otherwise 
we know that v E Z(Q) - I(P) so we have x E S?P 5 ==% P’. 
It only remains to check the case a @ 1(Q). In this case Q’ must be Q and u E I(P). 
Since PM Q and Q % Q we know that there exists a P’ such that P 2 P’ with 
P’ M Q but since v E I(P) we must have P &Pi or P 3 P’. 
This completes the proof that P+xES?P%Q+XES’?Q+ z!Q. Now suppose S is non- 
empty. We have to find P’, Q’ such that d(P’) <d(P), d(Q’) <d(Q) and P’ R P, Q’ M Q. 
We already know P’ TT Q and transitivity gives P’ M P; so the required P’ is PT. To find 
the required Q’ Iet 00 be any value from the non-emp~ set S. Since vo $! Z(P) this means 
P -f% P. So there exists a Q’ such that Q uo7? Q’ and PM Q’; by transitivity this means 
Q’ z Q. But 00 Ed which forces Q 3 QO or Q 3 Qo; either way d(Qo) <d(Q). 
l Suppose there exists a QT such that Q --% Q and for each P’ such that P&P’ 
we have P’ $ g. 
This is a symme~c version of the first case and in a similar manner one can show 
that (ii) holds. 
l If neither of these two conditions apply then one can show that case (i) holds; the 
details are left to the reader. 13 
Theorem 5.6 (Completeness). Fur all age~fs P, Q 
P 2 Q implies -4plNr l- P = Q. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the combined depth of P and Q. Because of 
Proposition 5.4 we can assume that P and Q can be transformed to saturated standard 
forms 
respectively. It is sufficient to prove that each summand of P can be absorbed by 
a su~~d of Q and vice versa. As an example we consider an arbitrary j f J and 
show that 
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For each v E sj we know that P % q[v/x]. This means v E I(P) and, since Pr Q, 
then v E Z(Q). We know that Q 5 UJv/x] =% Qy for some I EL such that v E SI and 
Tj[v/x] M Qp because P E Q and Q is saturated. Let S{ = {v E 4 n SI ] Ur[v/x] & Qr M 
Tj[u/x]}. This gives a jifinite partition {Si}[E~ of sj such that S[ CSI for each 1 EL. 
Then, by the idempotency of + and the new axiom Pattern it is sufficient to show for 
each 1 EL that 
J& t x E Sj?r, + x E SJ?U* =x E S/?U,. 
This can be inferred from the rule cl-INPUT if we can prove for each u ES/ 
dz& t T!?y[V/X] + T!U[[V/X] = z!Ur[v/x]. 
So let us fix a particular u E S{ and see how this can be inferred. We know that 
c[v/x] z Qy so from this we will show that 
dNT t T!~[v/x] = z!Q; 
and the result will follow by the Derivation Lemma and Tau2. 
For convenience, let P, Q denote q[v/x], Qy, respectively. We now apply Theo- 
rem 5.5 to get one of three possibilities 
(i) P+xEU?P~Q+XEV?Q, 
(ii) P+xEU?P+~!PSQ+XEV?Q, 
(iii) P+xEU?PSQ+XEV?Q+Z!Q, 
where U =1(Q) - I(P) and V =Z(P) - Z(Q). We show how to deal with case (iii) 
and leave cases (i) and (ii) to the reader. We have two eventualities to consider. 
1. U = 8. Here we have P %’ Q +x E V?Q + z!Q and we can use induction to obtain 
JZ& t- z!P = z!(Q +x E V?Q + z!Q). Now we can apply the N0i.r~~ scheme to obtain 
dk k z!P = z!(Q + x E V?Q + 7!(Q +x E V?Q)) 
from which z$,* k 7!P = 7!(Q + x E V?Q) follows by Tad. Another application of 
NO& gives the required result. 
2. U # 0. Here we have P fx E U?P G Q+x E V?Q+T!Q and in this case we cannot 
apply induction immediately as the combined depth of the terms has not decreased. But 
Theorem 5.5 tells us that there exists P’, Q’ such that d(P’) <d(P) and d(Q’) <d(Q) 
such that P’ M P and Q’ M Q. Suppose, without loss of generality, that d(P) d d(Q). 
Then, since z!Prz!P’, we can use induction to obtain &v7 kz!P=z!P’. A simple 
application of the cl-INPUT rule gives &N~ t-x E U?P =x E U?P’. This in turn implies 
that P + x E U?P’ ~2 Q + x E V?Q + 7!Q and here we can apply induction since the 
combined size has decreased. So we obtain 
d, k z!(P +x E U?P’) = 7!(Q + x E V?Q + 7!Q). 
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Using the fact that A& t x E lJ?P =x E U?P’ we get 
from which the required &Jvz t- z!P = z!Q follows by applications of the Noisy and 
Tad axioms. 0 
6. A finitary proof system 
We now show that the proof systems of the previous section and that of Section 3 can 
be improved upon by removing infinitary inference rules. The proof system we develop 
is for open terms of the finite sub-language of simple agents. It follows closely the 
corresponding proof systems given in [5]. 
The judgements of the proof system are now decorated with boolean expressions 
brzT=U 
and intuitively this is meant to denote that Tp E Up for every evaluation p such that 
p(b) = tt. The inference rules for the proof system, save for the INPUT rule, are those 
of [5] and are presented in Fig. 3. We also borrow the notation p /= b to mean [bp] = tt 
and b + b’ to mean that p + b implies p + b’. Note that in these rules we use the 
semantic inference, such as b k e = e’, rather than a more natural syntactic inference 
b t- e = e’ in various premises. This is to emphasise that here we are concentrating on 
rules for establishing process identities rather than the particular proof system which 
should be used to establish value identities. This is a separate issue which is largely 
independent of the theoretical results we wish to establish. 
We use more or less the same equations as in the proof system for closed terms 
but now the meta-variables X, Y,Z range over open terms. There are two exceptions, 
Noisy and Tau3. These are in fact axiom schemes and are defined in terms of the sets 
Z(P) for closed terms P. In order to generalise these axiom schemes to open terms 
we need to extend the function I to open terms. We follow the approach taken in [8] 
and relativise it to a boolean world, defining Z(b, T), the set of values which the term 
T may receive when T is instantiated as an agent by an evaluation p such that p k b. 
Moreover, we give a syntactic definition of I(b, T) for a subclass of terms T. 
We call an open term T a standard form if 
T-Cbi>>ei!Ti+ Cbi>>x~Si?Ti 
iEIt iCI? 
for some finite indexing sets Z!, I? such that each Si is non-empty. Given a boolean 
expression b we say that b is T-uniform if there exists a set K C I? such that b k bK 
where bK is defined by 
A bi A A Tbir. 
iEK i’ ~17 -K 
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The 
The 
EQUIV 
bDT=V bDT=V bDV=V 
ttr>T=T bDV=T bDT=V 
AXIOM 
T=VEdX 
ttDT=U 
CONG 
b D TI = VI b D Tz = Vz 
b D Tl + T2 = VI + V2 
a-CONV tt D + E S?T = y E S?T[y/z] y $ fu(T) 
INPUT 
b A z E SD & T!E = Cj,, r!Uj 
b D C,,I z E S?T = xjEJ I E S?Vj if 2: 4’ fv(b) 
OUTPUT 
bbe=e’ bDT=V 
b D e!T = e’!U 
TAU 
bDT=V 
b D r!T = r!V 
GUARD 
bAb’DT=V b/l-b’r>O=U 
bDb’>T=V 
CUT 
b+blvbz b,DT=V b,DT=V 
bDT=V 
ABSURD ff~T=u 
Fig. 3. Inference rules. 
syntactic definition of Z(b, T) is 
Z(b,T)=IJ{SiliEZ?, bkbi}. 
following lemma shows that this is a reasonable definition, 
Lemma 6.1. If b is T-uniform then p + b implies Z(Tp) =Z(b, T). 
Proof. If b is T-uniform there exists a set K C Z? such that b + bK. 
Z(b, T) = UiEK Si, which is exactly Z(Tp). II 
This gives us that 
Given this it is a simple matter to adapt axioms Noisy and Tau3, which now only 
apply to standard forms: 
Op-Noisy: b D e!(T + x E S?T) = e!T if x 4 fu( T), b is T-uniform and 
S n Z(b, T) = 0, 
Op-Tau3: br>T+xES?Z+z!(Y+xES?Z)=T+z!(Y+xES?Z) 
if b is T-uniform and S cZ(b, T). 
We let J$“;” denote the axioms d together with axiom Op-Noisy, Pattern, and 
Empty and we let &if denote dip together with the axioms Tad, Tau2, Op-Tau3, 
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Taul. Then &‘iP I- bDT = U will mean that bDT = U can be derived using the inference 
rules in Fig. 3 from axioms in &‘iP and likewise for &if k b D T = U. 
Theorem 6.2 (Soundness). (i) rf dip 1 b D T = U then (Vp - p b b impks Tp 21, Up). 
(ii) If &if k b D T = U then (Vp . p f= b implies Tp g Up). 
Proof. This is simply a matter of checking that each axiom and rule is sound with 
respect to the appropriate semantic equivalence. As an example we check Op-Tau3 
with respect to E. 
Given p such that p b b. b is T-uniform so I(b, T) = I(Tp). We need to show that 
Tp+x~S?Up+z!(Vp+x~S?Up)~Tpfz!(Vp+x~S?Up) for any terms U and V 
given that S C I( Tp). The only interesting moves to match are the discards. 
1(Tp+x~S?Up+z!(Vp+x~S?Up))=SuI(Tp)=1(Tp) 
and 
I(Tp+z!(Vp+xfS?Up))=Z(Tp). Cl 
We have the converse, namely completeness results: 
Theorem 4.3 (Completeness). (i) If (Vp . p k b implies Tp rvn Up) then dip 1 b D 
T=U. 
(ii) If (Vp . p k b implies Tp Z Up) then di! I- b D T = U. 
The proof of this theorem relies heavily upon the use of symbolic bisimulations 
[6] appropriately adapted to CBS. This is the subject of the next section. However, 
we confine ourselves to the weak case as the proof for the strong equivalence is very 
similar and a little simpler. 
7. Weak symbolic hisimulations 
In this section we develop an appropriate notion of weak symbolic bisimulation 
for CBS and show how it can be used to prove the second part of the completeness 
result, Theorem 6.3. We must first present an abstract operational semantics for simple 
agents and the associated weak abstract transition relations. The former appears in 
where inferences are of the form T 2 U or T ‘J’ - U where b is an arbitrary boolean 
expression, p is a prefix and S a subset of Val. Using these the weak abstract transition 
relations are defined as the least relations satisfying the following rules: 
T%T 
T 3 T’ implies T % T’ 
T ~ TI h’_e TIf implies T “~~ Tfl 
T b,q T’ ~ implies T bA TfI. 
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Discard 
tt Vol. 
030 
Input output 
z E S?T t”‘l!t!$ z E S?T y $! fv(+ E S?T) 
I E S?T tt*? T[y/z] 
tt Vd 
e!T A e!T 
, I 
T%T Ub2.,, 
T+U 
b’ha,s?S’: T + u 
b,zES” 
T - T’ 
T + ,y b,z? T, 
e!T “2 T 
T 2 T, 
T+UyT’ 
b, >> T +‘,vp’: b’ > T 
bS 
T+T 
b’ >> T %b’>T 
b,zESJ 
T ----+ T’ T z T, 
b’A_S? I 
b’ >> T T’ b, >> T b/\),e! T, 
Fig. 4. Abstract operational semantics 
The definition of weak bisimulation is the weakened version of patterned noisy sym- 
bolic bisimulation of [8]. Suppose {Rb} . IS a family of symmetric relations. Define 
WSB(R)b as follows: 
(T, U) E WSB(R)b if whenever 
- T 2 T’ there exists a b A b/-partition, B, such that for each b” E B there exists 
U d,g! U’ such that b” + d, b” k e^ = e^’ and (T’, U’) E Rbff . 
-T b”xES? T’ such that x $! f v(b, T, U) or T b’s’ - T there exists a b A b’ Ax E S-partition, 
B, such that for each b” E B there exists U d,q U’ with CI E {x E S’?, S’ :} such that 
b” k d, b” bx E St and (T’, U’) E Rb”. 
Here we generalise the notation used in Definition 4.3 by letting e^ denote E if e is z 
and e otherwise. 
We call {Rb} a patterned noisy symbolic bisimulation if Rb G WSB(R)b for each b 
and denote the largest such R by { xb }. We now use the definition of %b to define 
gb the largest congruence contained in zb: 
T eb U if whenever 
- T “,el T’ there exists a b A b’-partition, B, such that for each b” E B there exists 
U d,e’! U’ such that b” k d, b” b e = et and (T’, U’) E Rb" . 
- T b’%sS? T’ such that x 4 f v(b, T, U) there exists a b A b’ Ax E S-partition, B, such 
that for each b” E B there exists U d’x’ U’ or a U ds’ U’ such that b” k d, b” 
bxxSS’ and (Tt,Ut)cRb”. 
- TbzT there exists a UdsU such that bAb’kd and SCS’. 
We proved in [8, Proposition 6.31, that the definition of noisy symbolic congruence 
agreed with the concrete definition of noisy congruence. A simple adaption of the same 
proof gives us 
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Proposition 7.1. For any terms T and U, 
T Nb U ifs (Vp . p k b implies Tp 2 Up). 
Using this proposition we can give a decomposition theorem for open terms. 
Theorem 7.2 (Decomposition). If T and U are standard forms and T zb U then there 
exists a b-partition, B, such that for each b’ E B, b’ is both T and U uniform and 
one of the following holds, where S = I(b’, U) - I(b’, T) and S’ = I(b’, T) - I(b’, U). 
(i) T +x E S?T sb’ U +x E S’?U and when S and S’ are both non-empty there exist 
T',U' such that d(T’)<d(T),d(U)<d(U’) and T’E”T,U’~“U. 
(ii) T + x E S?T + z!T Eb’ U +x E S’?U and when St is non-empty there exist T’, U’ 
such that d(T’)<d(T), d(U’)<d(U) and T’zb’T, U’z”U. 
(iii) T +x E S?T gb’ U +x E S’?U + z!U and when S is non-empty there exist T’, U’ 
such that d(T’)<d(T), d(U’)<d(U) and T’ zb’T, U’ zb’U. 
Proof. LetB,={bAbKIK~Z?}andBZ={bAbLILCJ?}whereI?andJ?areindex- 
ing sets of the standard forms T and U, respectively. We let B’ be the b-partition 
{bl A b2 1 bl E Bl, b2 E Bz}. It is clear that this partition is both T and U uniform. Let 
zb’ be defined as {p / p b b}. 
Choose b’ E B’ and suppose p E cb’. Then by Theorem 5.5 we have one of three 
cases. Define cb; = {p E cb’ 1 case j holds for p} for j = 1,2,3. We can then define bj 
as the boolean expression satisfying p k b; iff p E cb’. These b/ partition b’ so we see 
that B = {bj 1 b’ E B’} forms a b-partition. Using Theorem 5.5 again we get that for 
each b” E B one of the three cases above holds. 
Note that in order to obtain the terms T’ and U’, where applicable, it may be 
necessary to partition B even further. Details of how this is done can be found 
in [8]. 0 
Lemma 7.3. For all open terms T, there is a standard form sf (T) such that d t 
T =sf(T). 
Proof. By structural induction on terms. 0 
The next step towards the completeness proof is to develop the notion of saturation 
for open terms. Unfortunately, there are inconvenient side conditions for saturation in 
the open term proof system which make it impractical to work with a notion of a sat- 
urated form, Instead, we present a weaker form of saturation. First however, we make 
a few comments about abstract discard moves. 
Given a term T? E CiE1? bi > xi E Si?IT;:. Consider all possible discard transitions 
T? b,S- T?. It is not difficult to see that b must be of the form AiEK Tbi and S of 
the form && VaZ - Si) for some K Cl?. Therefore, any discard T? % T? can be 
described by a set K G I?; we call such a set the discard index of T? 3 T?. 
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Discard moves from general standard forms still have a discard index. If T is a stan- 
dard form with indexing sets 1! and I?, and if T 2 T then there exists a set K C I? 
such that b k AiEK lb; and S= fiiEl?_K(Y~Z - Si). 
The following proofs make use of these derivable variants of the axiom Op-Tad: 
T+b’>z!(b>x~S?U)=T+b’>z!(b>>x~S?U)+b>x~S?u 
(if b /= b’, b is T-uniform and S C f(b, T)) 
and the INPUT rule 
bAxESDxC,bi>>z!Ti= cJbj>>Z!Uj 
b D CI bi >X E S?Ti= EJ bj >>x E S?Uj 
if x 4 fu(b, bi, bj). 
We call these Op-Tau3> and INPUT>, respectively. 
Lemma 7.4 (Derivation Lemma). For any term T 
(i) Zf T 3 T’ then -Pe, t T = T + b >> e!T’. 
(ii) Zf b is T-uniform, S 2 S’ nZ(b, T), and b + bl A b2 where T 61,F 
b2,XE’? T, then 
s&OptT=T+b>>x@?T’. 
(iii) If b is T-uniform, SSS’ flI(b, T), and b/=b’ where T ‘1,2!$” T’ then s&, t T= T+ 
b>xES?T’ for some x$ fv(b,T). 
Proof. (i) This is straightforward. We use induction on the derivation of T % T’. 
(ii) We assume that T is a standard form and proceed by induction on T 6i.E 
bz,zS’? 
T’. 
Case 1. T bz’xES’? T’: 
Idemp sd&tT=T+b~>x&S’?T’ 
b+b2, Sc:S’ s4&,i_T=T+b>>xfS?T’. 
Case 2. T k& &WC&E’? T’: Suppose that iJ? z XI, bi >>xi E Si?Ui. We let 
B,={bAbKIKCI?}. 
Clearly, then B, is a U-uniform partition of b. Choose any b,( = b A bK) f B,. We know 
that b, + b I=: b2 so b2 must be equal to some b, for some io E K. This means that 
S’ = S, C I(b,, U). Therefore, by induction we get 
J&, !-- U = U + b, >> x E S’?T’. 
This is true for each b, E B, so we can add to get 
&&t U = U + c b, >>x E S’?T’. 
&A 
Thus, by manipulating the boolean guards, remembering that B,, is a b partition, we get 
&J3.J=U+b>>xG3’?Tt 
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whence 
Using part (i) we know that 
Recall that b + bl, b is ~-~ifo~ and S C I(& T) so we can apply Op-Tau3> to get 
the result. 
(iii) We assume that T is a standard form. We know that T “,r!S” T’ so suppose 
where b’ = bi A bf A b3. Suppose also that U? E XI, bi > x E Si?Ui. Then 
bz= /j ‘bj and St= n (VaZ-Sj) 
jEJ jEI?-J 
for some discard index J 2 I?. We let B, = {b A bK 1 K C I?} be a U-uniform, b partition 
and observe that whenever j E K n J we have that b A bK b bj and b A bK b b2 k -bj. 
Reading this ~ontrapositively we have that b A by # ff implies K f-i J = 8. 
Our intention is to prove 
by applying axiom Op-Noisy (or ABSURD when b A bK = ff) to U for each b A bK. 
In order to do this we need to show that S n f(b A b,y, U) = 0 whenever b A bK # ff. 
Suppose then that b A bK # ff and suppose for contradiction that D E S n I(b A bK, U). 
This means that v E S and o E Sj, for some jo E K. But v E S implies that v E S’ = 
nj E ,q_-J( Vul - Sj), that is v 4 Sj for each j E Z? -J. Therefore, jo $ I? -J and we con- 
clude that js E J, which contradicts K fl J = 0. 
We can now apply axiom Op-N5~~y (~SU~) for each b A bx in B, and then use 
CUT to obtain 
~~~~br>z!U=z!(U+xES?U). 
Boolean manipulation and part (i) gives 
doPI-T=T+b>>z!(U+b>>x&S?U). 
So an application of axiom Op-Tau3>2 yields 
d&l-T=T+bb>xES?U. 
The result follows easily now; if U is T’ we are done, otherwise we use part (i) to 
give 
doPI-T=T+b>x&S?(U+z!T’) 
and apply axiom Tau2 to finish. Cl 
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Theorem 7.5 (Completeness). For all terms T, U, 
TZ&U implies &&,kbbT=U. 
Proof. We assume standard forms 
Cci>>ei!Ti+ CCi>XiESi?Ti 
iEl! iEh 
and 
Cdj>ei!L$+ Cdj>>~j~Sj?Uj 
jEX jGJ? 
for T and U, respectively. We modify these forms in the following way: suppose 
z 4 f vfb, T, U). For each i E I? we have that T “‘zi? Ti[Z,/xi]. Since T EbU we know 
that there exists a matching b A ci A z E &partition, B. Because z $ f v(b, ci) we know 
that each element of B is logically equivalent to something of the form b’ AZ E Si, (for 
some indexing set K) where V b’ G b A ci and lJ Si, = Si. We use the axiom Pattern to 
decompose the stmunand Xi E Si?7; of T into the SW zkEK Xi E Si,?z and we distribute 
ci across this sum. We repeat his for each i E 1~ and also for U. 
Having done this T and U enjoy the property that whenever T ci’xE 7;: there exists 
a b A Ci Ax E &-partition, B, such that for each b’ E B there exists a d, S, U’ such that 
U d’s? U’ or U d,r!S: U’ with b’ b d, S’i C S and Ti zb’ U’. Moreover, given any such 
partition, we can transform it into a U-uniform partition by defining 
B,=(b’Ad,y/b%B, KCJ?). 
It is sufficient, due to symmetry, to prove for every transition T 2 T’ that 
where c1 is of the form e! or XES? We show how to deal with the latter, the former 
being slightly easier. 
Fix i EJ? and consider T “‘*? 7;:[z/Xi]. We know that there exists a U-uniform, 
b A ci A z E &-partition, B, such that each b, E B, is of the form b’ AZ E Si where the 
{b’} form a b A Ci partition, Furthermore, each b’ is of the form bh A dK for some 
K C Jy. For each such b, there exists a U dl,E d2%ES? U” dj,E U’ with b’ f= d, A dZ A d3 
(in this case we write b’(?) and we define db’ to be dl adz r\d~) or a U d,I!S: U1 with 
b’ /= d, Si C S and Ti[z,/Xi] - Wbu U’ (in this case we write bJ(z :) and we define db’ to 
be d A dK), Note that b, k db’, z 4 fv(db’) and db’ is U-uniform. Suppose that we can 
prove 
J$,p~buDZ!~[Z/Xi]+?!U’=Z!U’ (1) 
for each b,. If U” differs from U’ then it follows from the Derivation Lemma, Part (i), 
that 
x&,~ k b, D uJJ = U” + z! U’, 
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from which we deduce 
~~~t~~D~!~[Z/~j] f%!U”=z!U” 
by using rule TAU and axiom Tuu2. Let 
U”= C db’>>z!U”+ C db’>>z!U’ 
b’(l) b’(r) 
and let 
U’ = C db’ >>Z E Si?U” + C db’ >>z E Si’?U’. 
b’(?) b’(r:) 
Then, assuming (1 ), we can prove that 
&op I- b, D Ci >> T! G[Z/Xi] + U’ = Ut 
for each b, E B,. An application of CUT will give us that 
~~~tbbCiAZESibCj>>~!Ti[Z/Xi]3-U'=UT 
and then INPUT> yields 
Sle,,tbAciDci>>ZESi?~[Z/Xi] + U’=U?. 
We know that, because Z(b’, U) =I(db’, U), provided we can establish the hypoth- 
esis that Sj cI(b’, U), the Derivation Lemma, Part (ii), gives us that 
in the case that b’(? : ), and that 
&, t U = U + db’ >> Z E Si?U” 
for b’(?). Adding these together we establish 58,p t U = U + U? whence 
~~~pbAciDCi>>ZESi?~[Z/Xi] + U=U. 
Application of GUARD and c(-CONV will then give the result required. 
So let us establish the hypotheses of the Derivation Lemma. Now b’ + b so T Nb’ U. 
We consider the discard from U with discard index J? - K (b’ = b6 A dK), viz., 
where bdc = Aj E J?_K 7 dj and S& = niEK( VuZ - Sj). This must be matched by 
* * 
T bA’ T where 
b’Ab&b* and S&&S*. 
We know that b’ + ci and therefore b” &” Tci. This means that i is not in the discard 
index of T “,S:’ T which in turn means that Si C (Vu1 - S”). But Val - S* 2 VaZ - 
Sd,= IJjEK Si =I(b’, U) SO we have Si C Z(b’, U). 
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We also Mfil our obligation in proving (1): 
~,,~-b,Dz!Ti[Z/xi]+z!U’=z!U’. 
For convenience, let T’ denote TJz/xi]. We know that T’ zbu U’ so we can apply 
the Decomposition Theorem 7.2 to obtain a b,-partition, B’ which is both T’ and 
l-J’-uniform such that for each b” E B’ one of three cases holds. We aim to prove that 
c&&b”Dz!T’=z!U’ 
for each b” E B’. We consider the case 
T’ + x E S?T’E”’ U’ + x E S’?U’ + z! U’ 
(S =I(b”, U’) - I(b”, T’), S’ =I(b”, T’) - I(b”, U’)) as an example, the other cases 
can be dealt with similarly. If S is empty then we have that 
T’rb”U’+x~S’?U’+z!U’ 
so induction and TAU give 
c&&b”Dz!T’=z!(U +xES’?U’+z!U’). 
We obtain the result using Op-Noisy and Taul. Assume then that S is not empty. 
We cannot apply induction immediately because the joint depths of the terms has not 
decreased. However, the Decomposition Theorem 7.2 gives terms T” and U” such that 
d(T”)<d(T’), d(U”)<d(U’), T”zb”T’ and U “z”’ U’. Without loss of generality 
we assume that d( T’) <d( U’). By induction it follows that dOp !- b” D z!T’ = z!T”, 
whence LX&, t b” D z E S?T’ = z E S?T” by INPUT. It is clear that 
T’ + x E S?T”Eb” U’ + x E S’?U’ + z! U’ 
and so induction is applicable here yielding 
JZ&, E b” D T’ + x E S?T” = U’ + x E S’?U’ + z! U’. 
Using the previous result we can substitute T’ for T” and apply TAU and axiom 
Op-Noisy to get 
&PFb”D~!T’=z!(U’+x&S’?U’+z!U’). 
The result follows as in the case where S is empty. Application of CUT and Idemp 
will now yield 
s&,kb,Dr!T’+t!U’=z!U’. 0 
8. Finite CBS 
In the previous sections we have given a number of proof systems for the class of 
simple agents, Y.9~2. In order to extend these to full finite CBS it remains only to 
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Writing 3~ d&f 0 (Vaf - Sk) let 
LEK 
EvVI VI = C 
iEIe,jCJ? 
-c c (cd A dj A ej E Si) >> ej!(Ti[ef/z] 1 Uj) 
+ c (Ci A AkEK +ti A e; E SJ:-X) >> ei!(Ii 1 U) 
iEIa,KcJ? 
+ c ~Cki\djI\ejESI?_K)>>ej!(TjUj) 
.?EJ!,KCI? 
V&K 
+ c (ciAdj)>>IESinSj?(~[;.IU,) 
Fig. 5. Expansion laws for CBS parallel. 
consider the parallel and translation constructs. The standard approach is to introduce 
axioms or axiom schemas which are sufficient o translate agents of finite CBS into 
agents of Y’Pd. The parallel operator is usually treated using an expansion theorem 
while translations, being generalisations of the restriction and renaming operators of 
CCS, can be handled by a set of axiom schemas which when used as rewrite rules 
can reduce a term of the form P(f,s), where P E 9’S&‘, to a term in YPJzI. We give 
a brief outline of the necessary axiom schemas but leave much of the details to the 
reader. 
The expansion theorem presented in [ 161 is not sufficient here as we need to deal 
with the pattern sets on inputs. Moreover, the expansion is complicated by the fact that 
we are working over open terms. However, a suitable version of expansion is presented 
in Fig. 5. 
Proposition 8.1. Suppose x 4 fv(T, U) and 
T~Cci>>ei!q+ CC~>>XES~?~ 
iEI! if37 
and 
UE C dj>ej!Uj+ C dj>>xESj?Uj. 
jfJ( jEJ9 
Then (TlU)p-,Exp(TIU)pfor alp. 
Proof. This can be proved directly from the ope~tional semantics; the details are left 
to the reader. q 
To accommodate he translation functions we use the following coding defined in- 
ductively on terms. Let g-‘(S) = (u E Val 1 g(v) ES}. Note that z 4 g-‘(S) as z 4 5’ and 
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g is strict. We use n to denote a function from Var to translation functions and we let 
en denote the substitution e[g(x)/x 1 x E fu(e), g = A(x)]. We extend the language of 
value expressions by sufficiently many function symbols to represent the translation 
functions and define 
- P)(f,s,n) = 0. 
- (e!T)(f,0) = f(e~)l(%,s,4. 
- (x E S?%,&n) =x E g-‘(S)?(T)(f,sn[g/xl). 
- (b B %&7/l) = b/l z+ (%,s,.O 
- E,EI Ti)(f,&n) = Ci&)cf,s,n). 
- (%s’)) (f,sJ) = (T) Cf~f’>s’%~)* 
The idea here is to ensure that any broadcast coming from (T)(J,~,,~) is done so through 
the translation f. When a process Pc~,~) appears to receive a value v we expect the 
continuing process to be something of the form P’[u/x] but we see by the operational 
semantics that the process Pc~,~), whilst appearing to receive u, actually receives the 
value g(u) and continues to behave like P’[g(u)/x]. To capture this behaviour in the 
coding we need to record, using the A function, exactly which translation g was used 
when x became unbound and then subsequently use that translation wherever x occurs. 
Lemma 8.2. rf 4~) =zd then (T)(f,wn[h/x~)~[u/xl = (Q,s,nyW(uYxl. 
Proof. Structural induction on T. The interesting cases are when T is a prefixed term. 
Suppose T is e!T’. Then 
(T)(~.s,n[~~~l)~[u/xl = f ~~~~/~l~~~/~l~~~~‘~~~,~,~~~~x~~~~~ll~ 
which, by induction, is equivalent to 
f(e~~[~(u)/xl>!(T’)(,g,n,s[h(v)/xl. 
But this is just (T)~~,n~$[h(u)/x]. 
Suppose T is y E S?T’ and suppose, without loss of generality, that x # y. We have 
(T)(~,~,~[~/~I)G[u/xI = Y E g-‘(S)?(T’)(f,wn,h/*,,~/~l~~[u/xl. 
We can write /l[h/x][g/y] as n[g/y][h/x] and apply induction to see that 
(T)(f,s,n[h/xl)G[ulxl= Y E g-‘(S)?(T’)(~,s.n[g/vl,s[h(v)/xl 
which is (T)tr,q,~$[h(u)/x]. Cl 
Proposition 8.3. Zf we write 1 for the A function which is constantly the identity 
translation then (T)(Y,~, 1)~ N, T~f,~p for all p. 
Proof. Structural induction on T. Again we show the interesting cases where T is 
a prefixed term. 
Suppose T is e!T’, then (T)(f,s,~)= f(e)!(T’)(f,s,l). Induction tells us that this is 
f (e)!T;f,sj which is easily seen to be z,-equivalent to Tc~,~). 
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Suppose T is x E S?T’. We need to show that for any 6 we have a matching transition 
for 
x E g-1(S)?(T’)(j.,g.[s/xl)6 -% (T’)cf,.4,rs/x1)s[vlx] 
for all v such that g(v) ES. Clearly, if g(o) E S then cf,s) 5 T;f,sjG[g(v)/x]. We know 
by induction that T(f,s, G[g(v)/x] rvn ( T’)c~,~, I$[g(v)/x] and by the previous Lemma that 
this is ( T’)(f,s,[s,xl~G[u/~]. A similar argument applies to find matches for transitions 
from qf,sP 0 
The identity in Proposition 8.1 can be viewed as an axiom schema, which we call 
EXP, while TRANS is used to denote the obvious axiom schemas underlying the above 
encoding; each line gives rise to a separate axiom schema. 
Theorem 8.4. For any two terms of jinite CBS, T and U, 
(Tp rv,, Up for all p) $ -Fe,, EXP, TRANS k T = U. 
Proof. Use soundness of translations along with soundness and completeness results 
of the previous section. 0 
A similar result can be obtained for the proof system for closed terms, but we leave 
the details to the reader. 
9. Conclusions and related work 
The main contributions of this paper are: 
l The development of an appropriate theory of bisimulations for the broadcasting lan- 
guage CBS. 
l Equational theories and finitary proof systems for both the strong and weak versions 
of this bisimulation equivalence. 
To find the most appropriate version of bisimulation equivalence for CBS we have 
followed the approach advocated by [18]; first a version of barbed bisimulation is 
defined for CBS and then the associated CBS congruence is characterised in terms of 
a variation on the standard definition of bisimulations. In the strong case this gives rise 
to a new equivalence which we call noisy bisimulation equivalence while in the weak 
case it coincides with the equivalence suggested in [ 161. For both of these equivalences 
we have developed axiomatic theories and shown how the approach to value-passing 
calculi suggested in [3,5] can also be adapted to CBS to give finitary proof systems. 
As we have stated in the Introduction the main work on the development of CBS, 
as a process calculus and as a programming language, is in papers such as [15-l 71 
and a related language, called a Forked Calculus of Broadcasting Systems, has been 
investigated in [ 191. Barbed bisimulations were originally used in [ 181 as a mechanism 
for defining a version of bisimulation equivalence for higher-order processes. It has also 
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been used in [ 131 to characterise standard strong and weak bisimulation equivalence 
over CCS and more recently in [l] to the asynchronous z-calculus. 
The proof systems for closed systems, presented in Sections 3 and 5, are generalisa- 
tions of the standard axiomatic approach to process calculi [12], although some of the 
axiom schemas are somewhat more complicated because of the use of patterns. For 
the same reason the infinitary rule, used for input terms, is more complicated than the 
corresponding rule for CCS with va~~~-~a~sin~ [4]. These proof systems are of course 
of limited practical use because of these infinitary rules and completeness hould really 
be looked upon as a confirmation of the adequacy of the equational axiom schemas 
for CBS. 
The use of finitary proof systems, parameterised by auxiliary proof systems for 
value expressions, was first advocated in [3] and has been used in [5] to characterise 
bisimulat~on equivalences for CCS with value-passing. Symbolic bisimulations [6], play 
a crucial role in these characterisations; their use for verification in CBS is investi- 
gated in [14]. This seems to be a promising approach to the development of practical 
verification systems for value-passing processing languages in general. A prototype im- 
plementation of a verification system based on these proof systems may be found in 
(1 I] and a different approach to the verification of value-passing processes may be 
found in [2]. 
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